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ABSTRACT
The new ENDF.6 format for evaluated nuclear data provides some important new
capabilities, but it W= designed to keep many features of the earlier formats. As
a result, codee that do not need the new capabilities cau be updated with a few
key modifications. Other codes will require more extensive changes, but they will
become more useful. Some of the new capabilities included in the EN DF-6 format
are (1) an extended and more systematic procedure for naming reactions, including
complex and and charged-particle reactions; (2) new resonance representations for
Reich-Moore and R-Matrix parametem; (3) a capability of giving energy-angle distributions for & the products of a rmclear reaction, including the recoil nucleus; and
(4) incident charged-particle data including Iwgeangle Coulomb scattering. The effects of these changes are discusmd for three claaaea of processing code applications:
fission reactor codes, funiou neutronia codes, and charged-particle codes.
INTRODUCTION
Times are changing, Up until a few years ago, mmy reactor analysts could get by using
packaged croes section libraries that remaind stable over long periods of time. Many of them
were working on refinements of light water reactor or liquid-metal breeder reactor designs
with fairly standard configurations, and there ww lob of critical aasembly data or operational
experience to normalize to. Now days, people are working on all kinds of unusual %mion and
fusion aystemrn containing new materials and using unusual configurations, and there is little
experimental data do help them. This situation is putting increasing emphuis on accurate
evaluated cross section data for ~ wider variety of materials at to higher energies than ever
xacting shielding
before. Better photon produ :tlon, heating, WI ~ damage resultm are needed for ●
calculations. Requests for charged-particle production numbers and charged-particle transport
cross sections are becoming more frquent.
Luckily, these needs can be met by a new generation of data fitting codes that are capable
of producing very good resonance parmcter sets, and a new generation of nuclear model codes
with good predictive power that can produce eras sections, angular di~tribution~, and energy
distributions for all the paiticles produced by nucle~ reactions at quite high energies in a wide
variety of materials, Tho problem is to make these new data available to reactor analysts. The
solution to this problem is an sxtended format for evaluated nuclear data, and an updated set
lelw-1.=
of processing codes to transform the evaluated data into forms that cm be used
analysis codes.
t;~~~’
m
The U.S., and to an increuing extent, the rest of the world, depends upon the Evaluated Nuclear l)ata Files (ENDF) format, The newest version of this format is now becoming
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available.l It is called the “EN DF-6” format, and it will be used for the U.S. EN DF/B-VI evaluated nuclear data Libriuy. The EN-DF-6 format has a number of new features designed to meet
the kinds of new demands described above. They include (1) an extended and mme systematic
procedure for naming reactions, inclu~.ing complex and and charged-particle reactions; (2) new
resonance representations for Reich-Moore and R-Matrix parameters; (3) a capability of giving
erergy-angle distributions for all the products of a nuclear reaction, including the recoil nucleus;
and (4) incident charged-particle data including large-angle Coulomb scattering. There are also
new extensions to the cross section covmiance files and new ways of arranging the radicmctike
decay and fission yield data that will not be discussed here.
This paper will discuss the impact of these format changes on the nuclear data processing
codes that convert the ewaluated data into code-dependent libraries for doing p~ticle transport
calculation~l, dosimetry analyses, radiation damage wmessments, and the like. The discussion
wiU be ba.seclon ENDF-6 changes made to the NJOY Nuclear Data Processing System,2 which is
widely used all over the world, but the principles should apply equally to many other processing
codeq.
FISSION REACTOR CODES
Processing codes for fission reactor applications will require the fewest changes because the
formats are generally adequate for these problems.

efisting
EN I)F
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the ENDF-6 format, most evaluated nuclear data is grouped into %ubhbraries” by inparticle; in addition, there are sublibraxies for special kinds of data such aa radioactive
fission product yields, and thermal neutron scattering data. For fission reactor applicw
the subiibrary of incident neutron data is of moat interest.

First of all, the code designer will find a new card near the beginning of ENDF File 1
(General Informa~ion) that specifies the subl.ibruy and initial particle for this evaluation. In
addition, there am a few changes in reaction identifiers, MT. For users who only process simple
cross-section data (File 3), these are the only changea needed.
The next set of important ch~gea are in Fila 2, the resocance parameter data. The EN 13F6 format reinstates the Raich.Moore muIti-level representation, which promises important improvements for flssile materials like lUU and for structural materials Like Ni, Therefore, most
Thic has already been
fission reactor codes will have to be updated for this representation.
done for several codes that reconstruct cross sections at OK and then apply pointwise D~ppler
broadening (for example, NJOYa and RECENT3), and the appropriate FORTRAN coding is
readily available. Analytic Doppler broadening methods have been developed by Friihner4 and
by Hwang.s The Hwang approach leads directly to th? familiar + and x functions used by
hlCa-l~ and many other reactor physics codes. The ENDF.6 format also provides for a LWW
“Hybrid R-Function’ format that will pomibly be used for structural materials. FORTRAN
code is available for reconstructing cross nectionh at OK, StiU another new format is available
for “Generalized R-Matrix” parameters, but itti use is not anticipated for the first generation
of new evacuations.
An alternative to updating the resonancu section
conversion. Reich-Moore parameters can be converted
~iegree of approximation using the POLLA code,e For
multi-level p~ameters can be used in the single-level

of a fission reactor processing colic is
into Adler. Adler parametm to a good
some of the more approximate metho(is.
formulaa without introducing excessive

additional error. This kind of conversion should be installed u a preprocessing step in the code
being updated to ENDF-6 format so that the approximations are explicitly accepted by the
code designer u being appropriate for his raiige of applications. Converted EN DF-6 format
tapes should not be circulated.
In previous versions of the ENDF format, amgular distributions were given in File -1 and
energy distributions were given in File 5. This representation may still be used in the EYDF-6
format, but a better coupled energy-angle representation using File 6 wiU be found for many
important materials. In most fission reactor applications, the energy-angle coupling is not
tabulated
very important. Therefore, it is appropriate to convert File 6 into File 5 ‘arbitrary
function” format, preserving only the isotropic part of the secondary energy distribution, FORTRAN subroutines for doing this conversion are available from the author; they cm be used as
the basis of a preprocessor to be installed in the processing code being converted to EN DF-6
format.

For code deaignera interested in processing ENDF-6 directly, here is an outline of the conversion process. In File 5, the secondaxy-energy distribution for a given incident energy is
represented by a series of E’, g( E, E’) pairs, where E, E’, and g are the incident ener~, secondary energy, and emieaion probability, respectively. In File 6, the energy-angle distribution is
represented by a seriee of mu.ltiplcts containing E’, g( E, E’), and angular parameters for L, E’.
It is easy to simply copy File 6 to File 5 leaving out the angulu parameters, thus obtaining
the P. part of the neutron distribution with very little effort. If the ener~-angle distribution is given in the CM system and the masa of the target is small, or the phww-space law is
used, it is necessary to convert to the LAB system using the method described below. If the
“axigle-energy” option is used (LAW= 7), the distribution is represented by giving second~y
energy distributions at a number of scattering angles for each incident energy. For each E,
integrals over scattering angle are performed on the union grid of secondary energies by simple
trapezoidal integration. While performing the integrda, the secondary energy grid is thinned
to Gbtain a linearly interpolable remit in E’, g( E, E’) fcmn.
In a few cum, File 6 may contain discrete-level scattering data for neutrons. The format
of this data is almost identical to the File 4 format, and the exitting tw~body scattering logic
in the processing code can probably be adapted to process these cases.
FUSION NEUTRONICS

CODES

Fusion reactor appl.icationt will gain important new capabilities from the EN DF-6 format,
and codes proceming data for these applications will need additiond changes. File 6 for importamt materials will contain ●nergy-angle distributions for ~ of the outgoing particles, including
the recoil nucleus. Mcnt such avduations wiU be prepand with nucle~ model code. that ●nforce
energy balance, Thus, there will be a great improvement in the ability to compute heating and
radiation damage, Any code that computet KERMA or DPA will have to be updated to cope
with the multiple ouboections used to deecribe the different outgoing particles in File 6. Fusion
codes wiU ds~ have to take advantage of tha energy .angle correlations ●xpected to be avtil.
able for neutron err’~sion This new data should allow significant improvements in the ability
to compute the tra ~ort of high-energy neutrons through fusion syotems, The following will
discuss how thest new capabilities are implemented in NJOY,
If the File 6 data is ~xpresoed M a continuous energy-angle distribution (LA\V= I) in the
LAB system, it is ftirly eaay to generate the multigroup trannfer matrix, The only probl~ms

are handling the new ENDF-6 interpolation laws for two-dimensional tabulations (for example,
unit base) and converting tabulated angle functions into Legendre coefficients. If the File 6
data is given in the angle-energy form (LAW= 7), XJOY converts it to the L.AW=l form for
processing using a Gauss- Legendre quadrature of order 9.
tf the File 6 data is expressed in the Ckl system, or if the phase-space option is used,
more processing is necessary to convert to the LAB system. In ?JJOY, this conversion is done
for each iacident energy E given in the file. The grid for laboratory secondary energy J5i
is obtained by doing an adaptive reconstruction of the emission probability pL/(E, EL) such
that each Legendre order can be expressed w a linear-linear function of EL. The values for
PA ~, J%) are oLt~ned bY doing an ~aptive integration ~ong the contour Ek=const in the
E&, IJC plane using PL aa the variable of integration:

pfx(~,J%)=

1+’ PC(E,E&PC)PC(~L)J

dPL,

(1)

where p is a scattering cosine and L and C denote the LAB and CM systems, respectively, The
Jacobian of the transformation is given by
(2)
and the coeine transformation

is given by
(3)

The constar.d c is given by
c
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where A is the ratio of the atomic wei8ht of the target to the atomic weight of the projectile.
poaeible value for the C,M secondary
The lower limitof the inte~al depends on the mtimum
energy as follows:
P-=+
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)
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where
(6)
The CM energy-angle distribution will probably be given u a set of Legendre coefficients
for each pocsible ●nergy transfer E-E’,
parameters for a phaae-space distribution. or u a
“recompound
fraction” r(~, E’) for use with the Kalbach-Manne or Kalbach10 angular distri.
butions, This lad option leads to a v pry compact representation. Kalbach and Mann examined
xperimental angular distributions for neutrons and charged particles. They
a large number of ●
noticed that ●ach distribution could be divided into two pat ts: an equilibrium part symmetric
in p, and a forward-peaked preequilibrium part. The relative amount of the two parts depended
on a parameter r that varied from zero for low E’ to 1.0 for large E’. The shapes of the two
parts of the distributions depended most directly on E’. This representation is very useful [or

preequilibrium statistical-model codes like GNASH 1*, because they can compute the parameter r, and all the rest of the angu!zr information comes from simple universal functions. }[ore
specifically, Kalbach’s latest work says that

f(P) = -\cosh(ap)

+ rsinh(ap)]

,
1

(7)

where a is a simple function of E, E’, and ~b, the binding energy of the emitted particle from
the liquid-drop model.
Codes that compute photon production, ener.g deposition (KERMA), and radiation damage
production (DPA) are important for fusion neutronics. The new feature for photon production
codes is that gamma can now be given in File 6 for some reactions in addition to the conventional Fiies 12, 13, 14, and 15. Continuum gamm= in File 6 use a format very similar to that
of File 15, and some of the methods in an existing code can be adapted to process the new file.
In some co-see, discrete photons can be given together with the tabulation of the continuum
photons using a kind of “delta-function interpolation.” This representation is very compact for
capture gammas, and the additional processing is easy to do.
Previous versions of the ENDF format had difficulty in calculating energy deposition, or
“kinetic energy releaae in materials” (K ERMA), and radiation damage production, or ‘displacements per atom” (DPA), because spectral information for emitted charged particlea and
residual nuclei WM not included. KERMA and DPA codes had to remrt to simplified models
for complex reactiona, or to using energy .bahmce considerations to deduce how much of the
available energy appeared u charged particles. The first failed because of not knowing enough
about the physics of the reactions, and the second failed because the neutron and photon tiles in
EN DF/ u evaluations were often not consistent. Now, with the END F-6 format, the evaluator
can put in his beat estimate for the spectrum of each emitted charged particle and residual or
recoil nucleue. Tbe KERMA aad L)PA CM be computed directly by the procewing code. Most
such evaluations wiU be done with nuclear model codee that enforce a high degree of energy
balance. The remtlt should be an order-of-magnitude improvement in the accuracy of KER,MA
factors for i4 MeV neutrons.
CHARGED-PARTICLE

CODES

Finally, the ENDF-6 format allows for the introduction of a new generation of processing
codes that generate data for coupled neutron, charged. puticle, and photon transport calcultions.
The first problem here was to define a new reaction naming scheme that preserved M much
of the old ENDF structure as poaaible. [t was decided to let the MT number determine the
outgoing particlea for the reaction. Therefore, MT= 16 is used for both (n,2n) and (p,2n), and
MT= 112 i.sused for both (n,pu) and (a,pa). An ●xception irnmade for elastic scattering, which
is always MT=2. To make the assignment of an MT number unique, it is necessary to impose
two conditions: ( 1) the listof em,ittecl particlea must be iu ascending order of particle 2A, ad
(2) there must be a rceidual nuclms. This means that the reaction d+t-n+a
must be cbsi!led
u the reaction 3H(d,nO)4He (MT=50, see below) rather than the reaction 3H(d,na) (J1T=2’2),
Discrete levels that emit neutrone use MT ~umbers in the ,50 s~ries; that is, \lT=,51 is used
for both (n,nl) snd (p,nl). Of course, MT=50 is use4 for (p,no), but MT=50 is not alkwd for
incident neutrons, btcause that particular cross section uses MT=2. As before, MT=91 is IIS14

for continuum inelaatic neutron emission. Discrete levels that emit protons use numbers in the
600 series; for example, MT=601 for (n.pl ). Continuum inelastic proton emission is represent~d
using MT=649. These reactions used MT=701 and 719 before; the numbering WaSchanged to
allow up to 48 dixrete levels for each particle (600-649 for p, 650-699 for d, 700-749 for t. etc.).
One consequence of this is that the old photoatomic absorption cross section. MT=602. had to
be changed to 522.
Many chaged-particle reactions can be interpreted aa “breakup” : actions, where the first
particle out leavea an unstable compound nucleus that later breaks up into 2 or more additional
materials. An example is, ‘B4a4t3)12C(3a),
which is denoted by MT=53. The fact that the
residual 12C breaks up into three alpha particlea can be expressed by giving an “LR flag” of 23 as
in previous ENDF versions, or by using File 6 with an explicit subsection describing the alphas.
For breakup reactions, the list of particles in each set of parentheses must be in 2A order, but
the reaction can go through different intermediate statea, and the residual nucleus can break
up in different ways. Examplee are ‘2C(na)12C(30) VS ‘aC(n,a)9Be(n2a), or ‘Li(d,p4)7Li(ta)
vs 6Li(d,p4)7Li(n6 Li).
At high energies, so many reaction channels open up that it becomee difficult to construct
enough MT numbers. It b-omee convenient to define a single “complex reaction”, MT=5, that
simply givec yields and diatribatione for all the particles emitted for a superposition of many
reactions. However, an evaluator will usually want to keep elastic scattering, and maybe some
discrete levels, in separate MT numbers. Therefore, MT=5 has the following unusual definition:
it represents all reactions not included in another MT number in the evaluation.
This naming scheme has kn teated on
tions for light targete, and it worke.

●

very long list of imprtmt

charged-particle reac-

All charged-particle tratnqmfi data is given using File 3 and File 6. Except for elatie
scattering, all the different particlee behwe in similar ways. And photons behave like particles.
Therefore, the same proceeding tools developed to handle neutrons in File 6 (aa described
above) can be used to handle protone, alphm, or gammas, either incident or emitted. It is only
necessary to take care to nee ~ueralized kinematic formulas that allow the mu ratioe of the
incident and outgoing partick to be different from unity.
The other unique feature of charged-particle evaluations u Coulomb scattering, This reaction is always given in MT=2. The actual Coulomb scattering is represented using the
Rutherford forraul~ but eevard diffarent representations are allowed for the nuclear scattering
and the interference betwan the Coulomb and nuclear terms. The meet complete format is
the “nuclear amplitude expaaeion.” It providae ● full representation of the nuclear and inter.
or R-Matrix analysis
ference scattering term, but it can only be constructed if ● ph~shift
of the experimental dsta can b. performed. When only experimmtal data is available, a nice
representation is the ‘reeldual croee mtion expansion.” It it obtained by calculating
u~(p,

E) - (1 - J4)[cr,(p,q - uJp, E)],

(8)

where UCis the experimentally observed crou mtion and Uc it the Rutherford cross wction,
and fitting UR with Legendre pcdynomiale. The reeidual croaa section UR wiU normally show
oscillations ●t small anglee, but if the coefficient are ch~n properly, the ●ffect of this region
will be small hecauee the Coulomb term io large, The third option is “nuclear plut interference”.
where Uc - Ue is qiven directly in the file, and the ill-behaved region near p = 1 is diminated
by using ● cut-off caine, p-.

In all three cases, special formulas apply for identical particles (for example, p+l H elmtic
scattering).
In charged-particle
transport
calculations,
particles that scat ter through very small angles
are normally treated by a continuous slowing-down calculation. The Coulomb potential in this
region is screened by the atomic electrons, but END F-6 does not provide these continuous

slowing-down parameters.
Large angle scattering can be computed from the END F-6 data
for p < pusing methods simil= to those used for neutron el~tic scattering. FORTRAY
versions of the non relativistic Coulomb formulas are available.
The ENDF-6 format charged-particle 11.leswill allow the processing code to prepare a wide
variety of multigroup transfer matrices, for exwnple, np, py, an, and so on. For actual calculations, it will often be convenient to combine these blocks into large “coupled sets.” For
example. an “npy” coupled set would be convenient for a fusion plasma calculation because
high-energy protons would be present. In such a case, the heavier charged particles, including residual nuclei, could be included in the energy deposition eras section ( KERMA). For a
more detailed calculation, an “npdt3Heay0 coupled set might be used. Needless to say, the
bookkeeping problems will be severe. The MATXS format, which can be produced by NJOY,
already has provisiouo for storing partial transfer or production matrices like np or on. The
TRANSX12 code, which is currently used for producing multigroup transport sets from libraries
in .MATXS format hae been modified to produced coupled sets that included charged particles.
CONCLUSION
of the featurea discussed above have been implemented in the NJOY Nuclear Data
Processing System. Some of the changes were tifficult, but the new processing capabilities
combinect with new EN DF.6 fotmat evaluation should lead to significant improvements in
processed nuclear data libraries for many applications.
Most
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